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Abstract

The mobile and wireless systems have witnessed a massive penetration of wireless
devices and an exponential growth in wireless applications. To achieve the expected
service requirements with the available radio resources, everything is pushed to the
mobile edge and green energy is introduced: hierarchical cloud resources are deployed in
the field or connected to the heterogeneous base stations, switches and routers. The SDN
controllers perform a set of functionalities, such as radio communications resources and
storage resources management. The smart grid will distribute and deliver not only the
brown energy generated by the traditional power plants, but also the green energy either
produced by the big scale centralized energy harvesting farms or the distributed smaller
energy harvesters.
The rapidly evolving mobile edge will be operated in the constantly changing and volatile
environment. The harvested green energy will be highly dependent on the available
energy sources, and the dense deployment of a variety of wireless access networks will
result in intense radio resource contention. By leveraging the global view of a distributed
network and flexibility provided by SDN/NFV, cooperatively managing the network
resources can deliver the rapidly flourishing and diversifying wireless network services.
This thesis addresses the cooperative network resource management at mobile edge: for
data transmission, multiple network interfaces can cooperatively work together and
deliver services to the same end device. The base stations can share each others’ energy
supplies via smart grid or radio frequency based energy transfer. The performances of the
proposed schemes and algorithms have been validated through in-depth theoretical
analysis and extensive simulations. Finally, directions for future research are delineated.
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